
This thesis deals with administrative and economic tools as a part of instrumentarium 

of environmental protection. I have chosen this topic for the following reasons. Protection of 

the environment is an important and actual issue of nowadays, it represents one of the three 

essential pillars of sustainable development, along with economic and social pillar. In order to 

achieve an effective environmental protection, it is necessary to embed the most important 

tools of environmental policy in law. Only then it is possible to successfully enforce relevant 

measures. Administrative and economic tools represent the most important sets of instruments 

of environmental protection for they have a great potential to resolve environmental problems. 

This potential is, however, not utilized enough in a number of cases. Both administrative and 

economic tools of environmental protection are regularized – they have a chance to directly 

(administrative tools) or indirectly (economic tools) affect the behaviour of a large number of 

subjects in an ecological friendly way. 

 

The thesis is composed of three main parts – 1.Tools of environmental protection, 

2.Administrative tools of environmental protection, 3.Economic tools of environmental 

protection – each of them subdivided into chapters and subchapters.  

Part One is introductory, it deals with tools of environmental protection in general, 

defines main sorts of these tools and their characteristics, describes the purpose of each of 

them in environmental policy and provides essential theses for creating instrumental mixes in 

order to effectively achieve ecological objectives. 

The crux of the thesis lies in part Two and part Three. These parts concentrate on 

administrative, respectively economic tools of environmental protection and their particular 

sorts, analysing their use in environmental policy, investigating defects of particular tools or 

defects of the way they are used regarding their exercise in environmental protection.  

 

The aim of the thesis is not to give a complex account of legal regulation of 

administrative and economic tools of environmental protection in Czech republic. These 

instruments operate in a wide scope of environmental issues, hence, with respect to the 

recommended dimension of Master’s degree thesis, it would not be possible to give a compact 

view on the matter. 



The purpose of the study is to analyse the main functions and effects of administrative 

and economic tools in the area of environmental protection (in general as well as regarding 

particular sorts of these instruments), investigate their positive and negative aspects and, on 

the ground of relevant findings, try to find solutions de lege ferenda in order to achieve the 

most effective environmental protection possible. 

 

The main outcome of the research is that the administrative tools represent essential 

pillar of legal environmental protection due to their main characteristics. These tools impose 

duties on regulated subjects in the form of binding orders, prohibitions etc. They do not 

provide any room for autonomous decision making. This is particularly important in the cases, 

where it is necessary to submit all the persons to specific behaviour in order to forestall a 

grave harm to the environment. However, the administrative tools do not suit addressing all 

environmental issues. Some environmental problems can be solved better by application of 

the economic tools, which stimulate regulated persons indirectly to eliminate negative impacts 

of their activities on the environment. The economic tools set such conditions, that ecological 

behaviour correspond with the economic interests of the decision maker and vice versa. These 

tools are based on the „polluter pays“ principle and they enable the polluters to decide 

whether or how they will implement measures to protect the environment. 

It is possible to resume that the administrative tools determine a framework of 

acceptable behaviour in relation to the environment, and it is not possible to trespass such 

established duties. The economic tools act inside the framework set by the administrative 

tools, and they provide further (economic) incentives to the regulated subjects to behave in 

environmental friendly way. The best way to protect the environment by means of law is to 

applicate an instrumental mix containing both administrative and economic tools. 

 

 

 


